
About didimi

Didimi, a spin-off from the University of Cambridge, is a leading Digital twins and Information
Management platform for the construction industry. Our team of world-leading experts are
developing a platform that can render data from commercial software vendors in the
construction industry interoperable and generate Digital Twins. We are working closely with
highways operators and Tier-1 suppliers to bring to market a platform that will transform the
way information is managed in construction.

The role

We are looking for a founding project manager to work in our team and help us manage our
operations. You will be working directly with the founders of didimi and world-leading
researchers from the University of Cambridge, to set-up company operations, manage
complex projects and pilots and assist with the sales process.

We are looking for highly capable and motivated individuals that are looking for an
environment full of innovation and opportunity to deliver their best work, while developing as
individuals. We expect individuals that will fit within our culture and will be able to deliver
high impact work who will be able to deliver on a wide range of tasks.

Within didimi you will work in a collaborative and transparent environment that will constantly
change and challenge you to adapt. We are an equal opportunities employer and we
welcome applications from all backgrounds.

Knowledge, Skills and Experience

This demanding role will require you to have experience

● Ability and willingness to handle administrative tasks (HMRC, Expenses, filings etc)
● Manage and track process for applying and executing grants
● Project management from software side (daily standup meeting with devs)

Nice to have
● Ability to understand market and generate relevant leads
● Familiarity with business software applications

Benefits

We offer a competitive compensation package that includes
● £35,000-£45,000 salary depending on experience and qualifications
● 25 days holiday + a compassionate time off scheme
● Your birthday off plus
● Generous stock option based compensation
● On-going career development and training opportunities
● A personal growth and development plan, with opportunities to grow alongside the

company
● Flexible working


